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Dream Bus

I am driving a school bus through

an Alex Colville painting.

The moon is setting after a full night

of wrecking sleep.

Creamy and large at the horizon

bitter to the tongue, she makes me ashamed

of my weak headlights

lies I told today.

She sprinkles salt on

the trees and road, turns them blue

too indigo to bear —

now she’s down to the rim

of the sky, oval and orange —

fields of snow rise and

take her full belly into their valleys and creeks.

Tomorrow night

hundreds of premonitions

will rise, stone white

to be bathed by brushes.

In the corner of my eye

the painter’s pallet flashes

and I floor it

all thirty-eight feet of straight lines and red lights

rip into the curve

Steel screams against the guard rail

cables and wooden posts pop free

staples from the tight canvas

fly past the windshield and

the collapsing frame

straight

into the gully

of pine

darkness.
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One Dark Morning

Through rows of silent school buses

I go

with bobbing flashlight, cold keys in hand

for the one I will cajole to start.

Underfoot: frozen mud

a parking lot icy ruts in which to twist

an ankle

Stop. Look up. Click off my beam.

The stars say I’m innocent, flimsy as a flashlight.

Only morning air can bring out such clear

fears —

trapped where I don’t belong

here

with an airport runway over the fence

a Great Escape seems possible

through any frozen field

a Fokker triplane comes

straight down

one roaring engine, propeller, machine gun

while I leap to catch the axle of its landing gear.

The moon makes brilliant the dirt and frost

makes the world as deep as calligraphy

divine signs in windows —

Holy Name of Mary 

St. Bernadette and Blessed Spirit.

Still. I am early

and moving again along a row of bus grilles

The mechanical world is Off.

Do Not Pass While Signals Flashing.

Do Not Pass. Do Not Pass.

Watch Your Step.
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Yellow, yellow, aurora glow

red tail lights will start to show

clearance, overheads, flashers, brake.

As I inspect the seventy-eight things I must inspect

night recedes into diesel fumes —

other drivers will soon be here for their assigned machines

they will follow me through the gate

for a street or two in the shimmying dark

then like deaf optimists, we will all shout and grin

and wave as we peel away

heading off

into sunlight.
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Stopping the Bus by Woods on a Snowy Evening

The heaters have run long

and fashioned us into a snug little oven.

After a hard day at school

my last two teenagers doze

heads aslant on each other, near the back.

They are recharging themselves

before they face parents

or some other form of responsibility.

Their soft faces and closed eyes

warm me, and I look left

at snow, frozen pond

tire on a swing.

We wait for traffic

on Highway Five, see

a huge oak bough fallen

bark glistening with ice —

all is still but for the crackling radio.

Intersection clear: I should take them home.

Tonight fir trees draped in frost

was all it took to slow my driving to a crawl

until I thought I might throw open

the doors of my schedule and

run into those woods: lovely, dark and deep

The girl speaks, the boy replies

and I anticipate their stops

accelerate into night

remembering how

thirty-six empty seats will

follow me all the way to sleep.
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Distant Lovers

It was a time of secrecy.

On the two-way radios that every driver

could hear

she spoke of

dispatching and destinations

added codes and hints, sighs and jokes.

Silently she cried of the deceit

for her unsaid words of love.

Every day, as he swung his bus

through its route

he listened for the special way she said

his name, imagined her dresses, her hands on her hips.

He could guess what she was about to say.

Each thrilled to the sound

of the other one’s voice —

such likely and logical statements

they made to the air.

One of them should have died at this point

and given the story a tragic twist

but instead they bought wireless email devices

and began to tap out invitations

to rendezvous after work —

these appointments often had to be broken

for a propaganda event or chores with a significant other

someone always needed

to be consoled.

And when they began to lose their clever voices

listeners who might have guessed

what was in play

were left to imagine kisses

to imagine other fingers unbuttoning other clothes



as if what happened had become a film

we watched

in a cool theatre on a hot day

about lovers living through a war.
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Blue over Rockton

I drive the homebound

school bus

with all the time I need among these farms

for revving and slowing, for looking at the cold

autumn afternoon, imagining snow.

A grey cat in a mown field

watches me approach and I think

Don’t Run Under My Wheels.

Five six zero running eight minutes late

I say to the dispatcher, the fleet

is elsewhere, with its own problems.

Three months into this job, and I am 

years late, years behind

I know not what.

My frequent dreams of squandered time

are withering into a truth, like the image

in the overhead mirror of my last passenger —

a teenage boy looking out the window

at the bright maple trees —

And behind the farmhouse, a rusting yellow bus

is missing some windows and doors.

If I could escape, I’d take my

eyes off the road, risk the

culvert, take that curve on faith.

At sixty kilometers per hour I’d get out my notebook and write —

bright pumpkins button a field

of woven rust — a tweed jacket, while

cabbages ripple green, purple out an ocean

my creaky engine at full throttle through the gullies

every hill, a swelling wave.

A combine cut

that exhausted corn yesterday

15
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and gathered up its long-grassed sensibility

its broad-leaf sentiments, leaving ruts and stems

rows of stubble. They look like sewn seams

holding down the black earth

holding down my belief in next year

that the kernels within the cobs are

bullets of hard hope —

whispers of sustenance

sleepy mumbles

from those silos by the red barn.
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I Have Thirty Minutes

to write a poem on city time

between these lights changing

during this wave of

bicycles, pedestrians, and pick-up trucks

to observe the world beyond

this windshield, at the intersection of

ambition and interruption.

In my bus I carry the human cargo —

post-brain injury, post-heart attack, post-hip replacement.

A cynic among the lambs asks me

Wheelchairs, canes, bundles of steel, what’s the difference?

He thinks his fellow passengers

are a logistical

problem to be solved

that he and his scooter are two

different kinds of cargo.

Perhaps he has devalued the whole business of living

or taken my bus for a moving van.

All I can say is, We’ll talk later — 

which is what I said to my wife this morning

when she asked when we were going to write our wills

and me in a rush to start my shift.

On my lunch half-hour

I remember my last will and testament

and wonder what kind of duty or deadline

it would take for me

to separate myself

from the world of things.
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The Way She Loves Him

On the bus

he glares

as if angry to be out of the hospital 

then all feeling seems to swing

with his eyes, away to the starlings we can hear outside the window

as dark as questions in the trees.

He’s been dressed in a ball cap

grey sweats, and a red plaid coat.

The chrome wheelchair

like a throne, empowers him

with equipment behind:

feeding bag on a hook, tube to stomach

a square solid-state ventilator, an oxygen tank.

I strap his chair to the floor

ratchets click, struts creak —

I slide a seatbelt under his limp, warm arms.

For every grunt

a response from her:

What a great Sunday this will be

This bus will take us straight home

Your brother Henry’s coming over a barbeque like before.

We pull away and soon we pass a field

stubbled with shafts of last year’s corn

the next field has been neatly ploughed.

Perhaps he knows farming from the inside out

or has an opinion on how all these acres of earth became

acres of housing for the people who live on

Grassyplain Drive or Hawkswood Trail.

His mouth, dry and ajar, is hard to close.

Her lips quiver and she resumes her conversation

with the man he was, hovers

like a bee above a flower, yet

he cannot turn to look at her.
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Half-way down the escarpment, crows perch on the rock-strewn

sides that crumble, like memories.

I imagine he’s searching

for a place under trees, for a spot of brown

that will take him, so he might escape

everything in her voice

it does no good to hear.
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Poem for the Houses on Ann Street

Every day

the children of Ann Street board my bus

while the minute hand of my watch

sweeps from seven to eight. They swish by me

in the driver’s seat. Most flutter to the back — 

a snowy owl, sparrows, chickadees — 

a few older ones come as deer, coyotes, and

one is a bear cub who sits in the first seat behind me

staring down my neck, licking his canines and

exhaling hot breath.

Their parents expect me at 8:36

and not believing in metamorphosis they weigh

their children down with little suitcases, knapsacks and

wireless technology —

But no one can discipline the wilderness.

The last one boarded, I close the doors

and I’m contained, penned in by chattering

child-life.

We turn from Ann Street and I am Noah —

obliged to keep a giggling, screeching

ark on course. In the school parking lot

a few teachers will be waiting —

when we come into port, they will wave

like dock-hands, tether us back to the earth.

The bus will rock gently as the creatures disembark.
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My Car

One winter morning, I found my car warm

and bare of snow. It had been racing overnight —

trying to overcome some fears —

of sliding from the road, tires plugged with mud

of rolling over and over in the hay, alone.

I’m afraid we have watched

too many movies at the drive-in together.

Too many street-racing scenes.

Too many romances in foreign countries

where the car

was the star.

Now it slouches between concrete pillars in public

garages, dreams of being discovered by

a Hollywood director — seems disappointed

when approaching footfalls

are mine.

It hates the mechanic and hides any illness

I report. The transmission shifts silently for him

grinds noisily in my hand.

The plug has fused to the oil pan rather than release

its blackened blood. The fuel gauge bounces up and down

like a grasshopper in the breeze.

The radio drifts off signal, or goes dead.

Only the steering wheel still loves me — for my fingers’ firmness

across its curve, for my massaging palms, drumming thumbs

while we wait at an intersection.

The driver-side window creaks and sticks when

I draw near the police spot-check at Christmas.

Perhaps my car is trying

like a child who knows the parental flaw

to protect me as best it can.
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50 Charlton Avenue East

At St. Joseph’s Hospital a thousand lights shine

in the pharmacy, operating rooms, and halls

while massive air conditioners on the roof

roar like my bus mechanic’s pneumatic tools.

At the edge of town, the transit garage works all night

getting buses ready for the morning.

Imagine one up on a hoist

a lamp on a wire in the space beneath

flickering as the mechanic moves

with his shadow.

Melvin Greenberg grins to see me, his scheduled ride home.

I don’t know much about dialysis,

but my friend refused it, Melvin says, and died.

I wonder if he couldn’t stand

the trip every other day, couldn’t stand

to enter the electric hum of the unknown

the inexplicable way his body

had become toxic to him.

Melvin and I natter like brothers

we are devices that can be friends.

His surgeon and my bus mechanic

have much in common

but unlike motors our hearts

frighten easily, we are ready to mourn

when the paperboy arrives

to see ourselves in the obituaries

lover of Annabel, grandfather of Marilyn

business partner of Benjamin and Saul.

The hospital does not think

any more than Melvin’s Lincoln

sitting in his driveway for six months

misses him. It is no horse

there are no forests near Forest Ave.

from which we might be born again.
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The hospital can make us live

but only until the day we each return

preceded by shadows

for one final, systemic halt.
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On a Warm Day, Gavin MacKinnon

grunts and calls through the window

to the girl in the white summer frock

whose hair is long and blonde

who is so delicious

that most men would be speechless

admiring

her steady gait, her eternal pride.

Gavin cannot restrain himself

despite wheelchair, lap table, seatbelt — 

he starts to thrash and

wave his arms, his mouth twists and

oooohhhhh

and again Oh?

and Heyyyyyyy!!

He is channelling his heartbeat

along with all the heat and humidity

of an August day —

his fine soft hair

falls in his eyes and he beams

because he knows about the lift of her ass

as she walks, though he has never stood erect.

He waves and rolls his head

and his feet thrash, and one comes down

between

his chair’s footrests, finds the floor

pounds hard upon the grey

non-slip surface, pounds and pounds

and sneaker-prints his mark.

He throws himself side to side

against the floor attachments — 

the bolts in his wheelchair groan and clank

as they loosen. Gavin can make

the world

tilt off its axles.
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We pull away from the red light, he twists his head to her — 

his fingers grabbing the window frame.

She has not seen or heard him, but I have to agree

with everything he has said

about her beauty.
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Taking a DARTS Bus Through Hess Village

Hess Village wishes it was Westdale or Ancaster

where on a few of the older cul-de-sacs

real money lives, with gardeners.

Hess Street: university students

bars, real estate investments

physio clinics, dentists and profit statements.

The diners on the patios

can hardly be happy to see me and Sam

in a DARTS bus, crawl down the cobblestone lane

behind a Mercedes, a Ford Expedition

and a halting Chevy.

Sam is elderly, he trembles and

mucus dangles from his nose

as he stares out

his wide window, waves his aluminum cane

with its rubber foot at pedestrians

at the diners on the patio.

Imported beer and Sunday lunches

possibly go down

a little less easy after

the sight of Sam’s gappy gums

his distended rotten teeth.

If he could rise out of his wheelchair

what would they think of his grey cardigan

its gravy stains and open pockets

like nests, emptied of birds?

Hearing aids protrude — 

wires down the back of his neck

remind me of wires that keep us going

hidden behind the dashboard

that slowing feeling when I touch the brakes.




